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Correlation between d-wave pairing behavior and magnetic-field-dependent zero-bias
conductance peak
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We consistently observe a magnetic-field-dependent conductance peak at zero-bias voltage in a wide range
of superconductor/noble-metal junctions fabricated from oxide superconductors~YBa2Cu3O72d and
Tl2Ba2CaCu2O! that have been reported to exhibitd-wave pairing behavior; however, no measurable peak
appears in similar junctions made from ans-wave oxide superconductor (Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO4). Explanations of
this correlation are considered in terms of the Appelbaum-Anderson model for magnetic interface scattering
and the midgap-state model ford-wave interface states.@S0163-1829~97!04845-5#
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We report the effects of magnetic field up to 12 T on t
ubiquitous zero-bias conductance peak1 ~ZBCP! in low-
resistancec-axis YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO!/noble-metal junc-
tions, a geometry that is of practical importance for electri
contacts in high-temperature superconductor~HTS! electron-
ics. Evidence is also presented for the general occurrenc
magnetic-field-dependent ZBCP’s at noble-metal junctio
made with the Tl2Ba2CaCu2O oxide superconductor system
which, similar to YBCO, has shownd-wave pairing behav-
ior. In contrast, we observe no measurable ZBCP’s in no
metal junctions made with thes-wave oxide superconducto
Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO4. This intercomparison of ZBCP effects i
multiple oxide systems indicates a novel correlation betw
the occurrence of ZBCP’s and evidence ford-wave pairing
behavior.

ZBCP’s in oxide superconductor junctions have been
terpreted in terms of magnetic scattering centers at H
interfaces2 using the Appelbaum-Anderson theory.3 Re-
cently, ZBCP’s have been predicted by Hu to arise also fr
midgap interface or surface states that are unique tod-wave
pairing symmetry.4 Implications of this broad range of dat
for both models and the need for theoretical predictions
magnetic field effects in both cases are discussed briefl
the end.

The symmetry of the superconductor order parameter
pacts our basic understanding of mechanisms responsibl
high-temperature superconductivity5 and can set theoretica
limits on practical parameters such as the microwave sur
impedance.6 Several significant and elegant experime
have made a strong case ford-wave symmetry for the pair
wave function in YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO!, to a lesser extent in
Tl2Ba2CaCu2O ~TBCCO!, and most recently in Tl2Ba2Cu1O.
One set of experiments finds direct evidence for ap phase
560163-1829/97/56~21!/13746~4!/$10.00
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shift of the order parameter in orthogonal directions, wh
has been observed in specific junction geometries, depen
on the crystal orientation.7,8 Another set of experiments
probes the large anisotropy of the magnitude of the or
parameter through photoemission studies9 and the tempera-
ture dependence of the penetration depth.10 On the other
hand, the oxide superconductor Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO4 ~NCCO!
showss-wave behavior, having for example, an exponen
temperature dependence of the penetration depth expe
for s-wave, BCS-like superconductors.11

Explanations other thand-wave pairing symmetry have
been offered for these phenomena, based particularly
magnetic scattering coupled with anisotropic suppression
the order parameter ins-wave superconductors.12 A p phase
shift has been predicted to occur, for example, across ju
tion interfaces if enough magnetic scattering centers
present;13 specifically thisp shift occurs at the interface
rather than within the body of the superconductor as for
d-wave symmetry model. Also, the non-BCS-like tempe
ture dependence of the penetration depth has been pred
to result from magnetic-scattering-induced gaplessnes14

Evidence for such magnetic-scattering centers is based on
observation of a magnetic-field-dependent zero-bias cond
tance peak in junction measurements, interpreted through
Appelbaum-Anderson theory for magnetic interfa
scattering.2 This interpretation has prompted the present
vestigation to test for a correlation betweend-wave phenom-
ena and the occurrence of ZBCP’s.

Earlier work has shown the widespread presence
ZBCP’s in the conductance-vs-voltage (G-V) characteristics
of YBa2Cu3O72d junctions.1 Near zero voltage bias, a peak
evident in theG-V curves of Fig. 1, which decreases wi
temperature and disappears for temperatures ab
13 746 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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;30 K.2,15 The zero-bias conductance peak is nearly in
pendent of film manufacturer, junction resistivity~from
1028 V cm2 to 1023 V cm2!,15 and the counter-electrod
material ~including noble metals such as Au, Ag, and Pt16

metals having a high oxygen affinity, such as Pb, Ag, Cu,
and Al,1,2,15 as well as metallic oxides17!. Furthermore, oxy-
gen annealing does not significantly alter the ZBCP e
though the junction conductance changes by several or
of magnitude, as shown by the inset in Fig. 1. Thus,
combination of these data leads to a picture of a ZBCP
YBCO with notable consistency.

In order to investigate the magnetic response of the ZB
and its possible occurrence in oxide superconductor syst
other than YBCO, we fabricated a series of YBCO, TBCC
and NCCO superconductor junctions with noble-me
counter electrodes. YBCO films, 200-nm thick, were gro
on heated ~100!MgO or ~100!LaAlO3 substrates using
pulsed-laser deposition. Counter-electrode noble-metal fi
200- to 1500-nm thick of evaporated Ag, Au, or sputtered
were deposited on the superconductor films after cooling
oxygen without exposure to air~to form in situ interfaces!18

or after the superconductor films were exposed to air
later cleaned with a light~300 eV! Ar ion mill ~to form ex
situ interfaces!.19 Au coatings for the TBCCO films were
depositedex situand either annealed to form low resistivi
interfaces or left unannealed to test the properties of h
resistivity junctions. The counter-electrode material for t
NCCO films wasin situ deposited Au. Thus, in all cases, th
junction impedance arises as a natural property of the
graded superconductor surface rather than from an artifi
barrier. The low-temperature conduction of these junction
dominated by tunneling across the interface as evidence
Fig. 1 by the presence of the gaplike feature at bias volta
below about620 mV and the parabolic shape of the bac
ground G-V characteristic.20 These two features were ob
served as an HTS tunneling signature in YBCO junctio
with Pb and In.21

Results reported here are for noble-metal/c-axis junctions
having high interface conductivity. However, it is know
that the surface ofc-axis YBCO films usually contain a larg

FIG. 1. ConductancedI/dV as a function of bias voltageV for a planar,
c-axis YBCO/Ag interface (;83;8 mm) formed ex situ, that is, after
exposing the YBCO surface to air. Inset: Low-bias data indicating the s
larity of the zero-bias conductance peak after exposing the interface to
min oxygen anneals at progressively higher temperature.
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number of exposed Cu-O plane edges, as confirmed by s
ning tunneling microscopy.19 Therefore, it is possible tha
a,b-plane conduction contributes significantly to electric
transport across these nominalc-axis interfaces. Previous
measurements onc-axis YBCO junctions have shown
zero-bias conductance peak~for pressed In counte
electrodes21! as well as a conductance dip~for thermally
evaporated Pb counter electrodes2!. We believe the low oxy-
gen affinity of our noble-metal counter electrodes maint
the conduction along the Cu-O plane edges.

The effect of magnetic field on theG-V characteristics of
YBCO is shown in Fig. 2. Conductance curves were o
tained by differentiating theI -V data using a sliding three
point fit. High magnetic field measurements were made
4 K in a 12-T solenoidal magnet, with field oriented paral
to the junction interface to within 1 or 2 degrees. As t
applied-field magnitude increases from 0 to 12 T, the c
ductance at zero bias monotonically decreases and the
ductance near65 mV increases. This is more easily ob
served if we plot the differenceDG[G(H,V)2G(0,V)
between the conductance curves at zero and high fields
shown in the left inset of Fig. 2. In such a plot there is
negative peak atV50 ~a minimum! and two positive peaks
on either side of the minimum, all of which increase wi
increasing field. Moreover, the separation of the side pe
appears to widen noticeably with field. However, if we r
analyze the data by normalizing theDG curves at each field
by its value at V50, i.e., plotting 2DG/DG(V50)[
2@G(H,V)2G(0,V)#/@G(H,0)2G(0,0)# as shown in the
right inset of Fig. 2, we see that the width of the suppres
region is about61 mV at half minimum, which widens at a
much lower rate with magnetic field than the separation
the two peaks inDG on either side of the minimum.

The results for TBCCO, which has also been reported
exhibit d-wave behavior, are shown in Fig. 3. High-fie
conductance measurements were carried out using
unannealed, high-resistivity TBCCO/Au interfaces~Fig. 3!
and annealed, low-resistivity junctions~not shown!. A zero-
bias conductance peak was consistently observed in t

i-
0-

FIG. 2. Magnetic field dependence of the low-bias conductance for ain
situ YBCO/Ag interface (;43;4 mm). Left inset: Change in conductanc
DG[G(H)2G(0), showing a magnetic-field suppression ofG at low bias
voltage~between62 mV! andDG peaks on either side. Right inset: No
malized change in conductanceDG/DG(V50), showing slight magnetic-
field broadening of the width at the half minimum ofDG, and greater field
broadening of theDG peak separation.
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junctions. At low magnetic fields (,8 T), however, the
background conductance level decreased with magnetic
and changed shape, presumably from magnetic-field supp
sion of weak links within the TBCCO films. At 8 T and
above, however, the parabolic background conductance l
stabilized and the effect of magnetic field on the zero b
conductance can be seen in Fig. 3 for a TBCCO/Au junct
with a high interface resistivity of 431023V cm2. The con-
ductance peak width is about62 mV. The peak is strongly
suppressed by magnetic field and the width of the suppre
region is about61 mV at half minimum, similar to the
YBCO system. Unlike the YBCO system, however, no e
hancement with magnetic field was seen in the conducti
on either side of the central peak, and no widening of
suppressed region with magnetic field was observ
TBCCO/Au junctions with vastly different specific interfac
resistivities~five orders of magnitude lower than that show
in Fig. 2! showed ZBCP’s that were also suppressed by m
netic field, although at a lower rate. Thus, a zero-bias c
ductance peak appears to be a feature of TBCCO/Au ju
tions over a very wide interface resistivity range; it is al
suppressed by magnetic field, but unlike YBCO shows
noticeable widening.

Conductance data are shown in Fig. 4 for a gold junct
with the s-wave superconductor NCCO~Ref. 22! ~250-nm-
thick NCCO layer with a 200-nm-thickin situ deposited Au
counter electrode!. The junction, which has a V-like back
ground conductance~left inset of Fig. 4!, shows no observ-
able ZBCP. Furthermore, application of a magnetic field p
allel to the junction interface does not result in suppress
of G, but rather a gradualincreasein conductivity over the
voltage region below the gap edge and a reduction of
conductivity peaks at the gap edge. This behavior is con
tent with the usual effects of a gap reduction as field
proaches the upper critical field of this low-Tc ~17 K! oxide
superconductor. Thus, in contrast to the YBCO and TBC
systems, no measurable conductance peak is observed a

FIG. 3. Magnetic field dependence of the low-bias conductance for aex
situ TBCCO/Au interface (;43;4 mm). Left inset: Change in conduc
tanceDG[G(H)2G(0), showing a strong magnetic-field suppression
G at low-bias voltages~between62 mV, similar to the YBCO data pre-
sented in Fig. 2!. Right inset: Normalized change in conductan
DG/DG(V50), showing no measurable broadening of theDG minimum
with magnetic field amplitude at 4 K.
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bias voltage, and the conductivity is not suppressed by t
application of an external magnetic field.

Taken together with the earlier YBCO results, these con
ductance data in TBCCO and NCCO junctions suggest
correlation between the occurrence of a magnetic-field d
pendent conductance peak at zero bias in superconduct
showingd-wave phenomenon and,vice versa, the absence of
a ZBCP in oxide superconductors exhibitings-wave behav-
ior. The origin of the ZBCP appears to be intrinsically linked
to d-wave behavior and is not, as was thought earlier, a
extrinsic barrier or surface-damage effect. We now briefl
describe two models proposed for the origin of the ZBCP
in the oxide superconductors: the Appelbaum-Anderso
magnetic scattering model,23 and thed-wave surface-states
model.4

The Appelbaum model assumes the existence in the tu
nel barrier of impurities with localized magnetic moments
Tunneling electrons scatter off these impurities via spin
exchange interactions, giving rise to additional conductio
channels, which lead to the ZBCP. An applied field sup
presses the tunneling conductance in the bias range cor
sponding to an energy widtheuVu<gmBH ~the Zeeman en-
ergy!, and splits the conductance peak into two peaks locat
at eV656gmBH. HeremB is the Bohr magneton andg is
the Lande´ g factor for the impurity spin. From the right inset
of Fig. 2 it is evident that both the width of the suppresse
region and the separation of the two side peaks are increa
with the field, at a rate of 0.027 mV/T for the former and
0.13 mV/T for the latter. Equating these rates togmB we
obtain g values of 0.5 and 2.2, respectively. Although
simple-minded, the reasonableness of the estimate sugg
that the Appelbaum model is consistent with the gener
trend displayed by ourin situ ~001!-YBCO/Ag junction. We
point out that in the case of a~103!-YBCO/Pb junction,2 the
observed field dependence implied a much largerg value.
The behavior of anex situTBCCO/Au junction, shown in
Fig. 3 and insets, is different in a couple aspects. First, the
is no evidence for side peaks. We recall that in the past it h

FIG. 4. Magnetic field dependence of the low-bias conductance for anin
situ NCCO/Au interface (;83;8 mm). Left inset: V-like normal back-
ground conductance~different temperature curves have been displaced ve
tically for clarity!. Right inset: Expanded voltage scale around zero bia
The data show no evidence for suppression of the conductance with m
netic field, unlike the YBCO and TBCCO systems; instead a gradualin-
creaseis observed, consistent with field reduction of the superconductin
energy gap.
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always been difficult to identify side peaks except perh
for a few cases.24 Second, the width of the conductance su
pression is apparently field independent, which may imply
extremely smallg value, coupled with severe thermal smea
ing. It has been proposed that the formation of magn
moments in the TBCCO material25 is different from that of
the YBCO system.12,26 A rigorous test of the magnetic
scattering model will require extension of these measu
ments to higher magnetic fields and lower temperature
the same junction system, as well as generalization of
Appelbaum model to include impurity correlations and s
perconducting electrodes.

We turn now to the midgap surface states model, wh
represents another possible explanation for the observed
relation based ond-wave pairing symmetry.4 In this model
the conductance peak arises from surface states formed
particle alternately experiencing specular reflection an
unique Andreev reflection in which an electron changes m
mentumk into a hole of momentum2k. This situation oc-
curs only with d-wave pairing symmetry over a range
scattering angles, non-$100% surfaces, and would not aris
with s-wave symmetry, either isotropic or anisotropic. Orig
nally considered to occur at low symmetry surfaces, ze
energy midgap states have more recently been propose
occur also forc-axis junctions where the superconducti
film has grains boundaries or microscopic facets.27 The
surface-states model predicts a reduction in ZBCP heigh
temperature is raised, but little increase in peak width,
agreement with the dependence seen experimentally. Q
tatively, the model accounts for a reduction of the peak a
plitude from applied magnetic field in terms of field penet
tion into the sample; however, no clear test of the surfa
a-
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states model can be made until a theory is forthcoming
quantitatively predict the effects of magnetic field on t
tunneling current.

Thus, a wide range of conductance measurements,
tending across three oxide systems with different coun
electrode materials, show a correlation between the pres
of a ZBCP and the purportedd-wave nature of the Y and T
compounds and,vice versa, its absence for the possibl
s-wave Nd oxide compound. This by itself suggests a cor
lation of the ZBCP with the symmetry of the pair wave fun
tion, independent of any theoretical modeling of the ZBC

Note added.We have become aware of a calculation
magnetic field effects fora,b-axis junctions by Fogelstro¨m
et al.28 using the surface-states model, something that
been lacking until now. Among other results, the model p
dicts a splitting of the ZBCP at zero field in a limited sym
metry phase space, which may shed some light on a z
field splitting observed in very high conductivitya-axis
YBCO/Au junctions.29 The challenge of thed-wave surface-
states model, it would seem now, is to extend the predicti
of magnetic-field effects to the practical high-conductiv
c-axis case for comparison with the wide body of data
ported here. The experimental correlation of these ZB
data with purportedd-wave behavior is pervasive and wou
provide a broad-based critical test.
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